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Young Ja Lee (b. 1931) is regarded as one of the most important living female composers 

in Korea. She leads and contributes to the Korean classical music society as a gifted composer 

and a dedicated educator. This study focuses on how she has combined Western compositional 

techniques with elements of Eastern traditional music in some of her compositions, in particular, 

her Variations pour piano “Umma ya, Nuna ya.” An interpretation of her Variations pour piano 

“Umma ya, Nuna ya” reveals that the composition features many of the particular and sublime 

aspects of Western compositional techniques in conjunction with traditional Korean music style. 

This study is an investigation of the interaction and assimilation of these disparate elements. The 

results of this study may inspire further research into traditional Korean music and bring 

recognition to important Korean composers, as well as encourage music educators to teach 

Korean composers’ compositions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF YOUNG JA LEE 

1.1 Introduction to the Study 

Works by the numerous gifted South Korean female composers are not always well-

known in Western countries. John Robinson’s Korean Women Composers and Their Music lists 

Korean female composers and their major works in chronological order. Robinson listed the 

Korean women composers born between 1920 and 1945, as well as the second-generation 

Korean composers trained in Europe, Japan, or in the United States, and the Korean composers 

living in Germany or the United States. Among the highly prolific female composers in Korea 

Robinson discusses is Young Ja Lee (b. 1931), the oldest living female Korean composer, who is 

a leader in Korean musical society.1   

We will navigate through Young Ja Lee’s composition in this study. We will see that her 

works reflect her interest in Eastern indigenous music, including Korean children’s songs 

(Junrae Dongyo), Indonesian gamelan, and West African music.2 In addition to these influences, 

her studies in Europe and America encouraged her to write pieces that reflect the influence of 

French impressionism, Bartok and Stravinsky.3  

Lee’s Variations pour piano “Umma ya, Nuna ya” (1996) shows her ability to 

incorporate Eastern and Western musical elements. Like her Concerto for Piano (1973), which 

was inspired by the Korean folk song Sae ya Sae ya,4 Variations pour piano (1996) is based on a 

                                                 
1 John Robinson, Korean Women Composers and Their Music (Missoula, MT: College Music Society, 2012), 14. 
2 Ibid. 16. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid., 19. 
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different, well-known Korean children’s song based on the poem “Umma ya, Nuna ya”5 written 

by Sowol Kim (1902-1934) in 1922.6 Young Ja Lee is notable for how she combines traditional 

Korean elements with twentieth-century Western compositional techniques, which can be found 

through her method of composition and melodic and rhythmic aspects of her music. 

 

1.2 Brief Biography of Young Ja Lee  

Young Ja Lee has become a significant female composer in South Korea, despite her 

upbringing during the Japanese occupation of Korea (1910-1945) and the Korean War (1950-

1953), which she experienced in her early twenties.7 Born in Wonju, Gangwon province in 1931, 

Young Ja Lee, the eldest child of three boys and three girls, was the first in her family to have a 

piano lesson, which she received from a Japanese music teacher during her elementary school 

years.8 She was charmed by her first experience with the piano and developed a great love for 

music.9 Lee dreamed of being a pianist although she did not have musical instruments, and so 

instead drew keys on paper and practiced without her parents’ knowledge.10 After studying at the 

Chuncheon Girls' High School in Gangwon province in South Korea, she entered the Piano 

Department of Ewha Womans University College of Music in Seoul, South Korea in May 

1950.11 However, the Korean War started 45 days later. Her experiences fostered her belief that 

                                                 
5 See Appendix A for the poem and translation 
6 Yousefi Fatrmeh, “An Analysis of Flow Characteristics of Modern Korean and Persian Poetry,” Korean 
Association of Middle East Studies 36 (2015): 218.  
7 John Robinson, Korean Women Composers and Their Music. Cultural Expressions in Music. Vol. 2. (Missoula, 
MT: College Music Society. 2012), 14. 
8 Ibid., 15. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
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people should not despair even in wartime. She decided that if she survived, she would abandon 

her dream of becoming a pianist, a type of performance artist, and to turn her attention to 

composition: according to Robinson, she desired for the music that emerged from her pain to 

find light within the pain that she could give to people with more pain.12 

Two musicians who led Young Ja Lee on the path of composition were the Korean 

composers Won Sik Lim (1919-2002) and Un Young Na (1922-1993). Lee considered these 

teachers to be her spiritual guides. During the evacuation of Busan, these master teachers played 

an important role in turning Young Ja Lee the pianist into Young Ja Lee the composer. Lim 

recommended that Lee channel her creativity into composition instead of performance. After the 

Korean War, Lee officially changed her major to composition when Ewha Womans University 

reopened at the end of 1951. Pivotal work with Na in his composition class was a driving force 

for the redirection of the young composer's artistic and philosophical world: her teacher 's 

suggestion of composing without a key signature allowed Lee to break out of tonality and to 

study and pursue contemporary musical approach not well known in South Korea at that time. 

By the end of the 1950s, Lee had become a driving force in creating a unique art world while 

standing at the crossroads of her creative life. She wanted to study abroad in Paris, which Na 

encouraged.13 

Abroad, Lee became highly trained, earning multiple degrees, including a graduate 

certificate from the Manhattan School of Music in the United States (1963), a diploma from 

Brussels Conservatory in Belgium (1972) and a doctoral degree from the University of Paris-

Sorbonne in France (1990).14 Studying in France provided Lee with an important opportunity to 

                                                 
12 Ibid., 15-16. 
13 Ibid. 16. 
14 Ibid., 16-17.      
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build her own philosophy of music that no other country could provide: between 1958 and 1961 

at the Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique et de Danse de Paris, she studied 

composition with Tony Aubin, counterpoint and fugue with Noël Gallon, and counterpoint and 

harmony from Daniel Lesur at the Schola Cantorum of Paris.15 Additionally, she attended one of 

Olivier Messiaen's compositional masterclasses.16 Lee came to understand that composition is a 

combination of tones that emit direction from elements such as melody, rhythm, and harmony.17 

From that point, Lee created an original philosophy by combining Eastern and Western elements 

with the various cultures she has experienced.  

After studying in Paris, following her husband who served as a diplomat in France, The 

Netherlands, Belgium, Ivory Coast, and Indonesia, she found herself in New York, studying 

composition with Ludmila Ulela at the Manhattan School of Music. She then studied 

composition, fugue, and orchestrations with Marcel Quinet at the Royal Conservatory of 

Brussels in Belgium from 1969 to 1972. Between 1986 and 1990, she studied composition with 

Ton de Leeuw, a pupil of Olivier Messiaen in the Netherlands. In addition to Western Europe 

and the United States, Lee has devoted her efforts and musical research in the Ivory Coast of 

West Africa and Indonesia in Southeast Asia. Her constant efforts and enthusiasm for her 

creative artistry are evident in the fact that she earned her doctoral degree (D.E.A.) at the 

University of Paris-Sorbonne in her fifties.18  

 Young Ja Lee attempts to express the Korean people’s spirit and soul while using 

twentieth-century Western compositional techniques such as pentatonic scales and whole tone 

                                                 
15 Ibid., 16.      
16 Ibid., 16-17. 
17 Ibid., 17. 
18 Ibid., 16-17. 
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scales in her composition. Specifically, Lee composed music with the use of pentatonic scales, 

which express Eastern tone colors to create a Korean atmosphere. Lee combines the traditional 

Korean rhythm, Jangdan with the use of Western compositional techniques such as frequent 

meter changes and fast-changing metric units, which often appear in Bartok or Stravinsky’s 

compositions, to recall a traditional Korean musical atmosphere in her music and to present both 

primitive and traditional rhythmic feelings. 

Young Ja Lee served as a professor and chair of the composition department at Ewha 

Womans University College of Music (1961-1983), and also lectured at Seoul National 

University, Yonsei University, Hanyang University, and Kyungwon University (now Gacheon 

University) in South Korea.19 In addition, Lee served as a former chairman of the Korean 

National Committee for the Asian Composer’s League.20 She was awarded the 8th Korean 

Composition Award (1986) and the Korean Musician Award (1994).21 She received the Korean 

President’s Award (the 27th Korea Culture and Arts Award) (1995), the 15th Korea Composers' 

Prize (1996), the 14th Prize for Arts and Culture (2000) and the 2nd Gangwon Province 

Women's Prize (2002).22 

In early 1981, Young Ja Lee was the founding member of the first official Korean 

Women's Composers Society in Korea and the Korean Women Composers’ Association.23 She 

                                                 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Robinson, Korean Women Composers and Their Music, 17. 
23 Kyoungwha Cho, “Korean Women's Voice: The Vocal Music of Young-Ja Lee” (DMA diss., The University of 
Memphis, 2012), 4. 
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served as the first president of the Korean Women's Composers Association and still serves as a 

president at present.24  

Furthermore, Lee became one of the few Korean women composers mentioned in the 

New Grove Dictionary of Women Composers (1994) and the New Grove Dictionary of Music 

and Musicians (2001).25 Lee's work has been performed not only in Korea but also in France, the 

Netherlands, the United States, Mexico, Indonesia, Australia, Japan, Mainland China, Taiwan, 

and Russia.26 Lee is also the author of two books on counterpoint.27 Her representative works 

consist of Korean songs and orchestral music including a cantata, symphony and concertos.28 

Her doctoral dissertation is titled: Aesthetical and Ethical Studies of Olivier Messiaen’s 

Orchestral Works.29  

Young Ja Lee is the first Korean female composer who studied abroad. Currently residing 

in South Korea after studying and living abroad for many years, Young Ja Lee has contributed to 

the music society in South Korea for many charity purposes and is a dedicated educator. Her 

many contributions to musical life at home and abroad have helped establish her as a leading 

figure in contemporary Korean music. Her composition “Umma ya, Nuna ya,” discussed in the 

following chapters, is an example of Lee’s combining of Korean and Western musical 

characteristics, which reflects her life in Korea and abroad.  

  

                                                 
24 Ibid. 
25 Keith Howard, "Lee, Young-ja," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press, 
accessed June 29, 2017, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/50785 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Robinson, Korean Women Composers and Their Music, 17. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE OF “UMMA YA, NUNA YA” AND SOWOL KIM 

2.1 Background of Young Ja Lee’s Variations pour piano “Umma ya, Nuna ya” 

The eight Variations pour piano of Sowol Kim’s poem “Umma ya, Nuna ya” (Dear 

mother, dear older sister) was composed in memory of Young Ja Lee’s deceased younger 

brother.  This song is composed in the pentatonic mode, which reflects a great deal of the Korean 

peoples’ han (‘한’ in Korean and ‘恨’ in Chinese, pronounced ha:n)30, which translates as 

sorrow or “repression”31 caused by oppression by the Japanese occupation (1910-1945). Han, a 

very specific idea of sorrow to Koreans, does not have an exact English equivalent. It is similar 

to the German word Sehnsucht (often translated as “yearning” or “longing”). 

Sung Hyun Ahn (1920-2006)32 composed a children’s song based on the poem “Umma 

ya, Nuna ya.” The poem became very famous not only in classical works but also in Korean pop 

culture. For example, the melody of the children’s song “Umma ya, Nuna ya” was sung by the 

Korean pop singer Gwan Woo Cho, who sang it in Korean pop music style, incorporating piano 

with traditional Korean instruments.33 The melody became very popular not only with children 

but also with the Korean public as well as Korean musicians. In Lee’s variations, the use of 

augmented and diminished chords, pentatonic scales, and the whole tone scales amplify both 

Korean and French impressionistic tone colors.  

                                                 
30 Fatrmeh, An Analysis of Flow Characteristics of Modern Korean and Persian Poetry, 219. 
31 Howard. "Lee, Young-ja."   
32 “Ahn, Sung Hyun.” (안성현) Doosan Encyclopedia Online. accessed June 29, 2017, 
http://m.terms.naver.com/entry.nhn?docId=1241850&cid=40942&categoryId=34385. 
33 “Immortal Masterwork “Umma ya, Nuna ya” sung by Gwan Woo Cho and Tong Dal Cho,” YouTube, accessed 
July 30, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9USI4Jpk_8 (translated by author). 

http://hanja.naver.com/hanja?id=12260
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2.2 Characteristics and Significance of Young Ja Lee’s Music 

Due to her upbringing and her education in the United States and Europe, Young Ja Lee’s 

exposure to the music of different countries inspired her to compose with a combination of 

Eastern and Western musical influences. Thus, it is informative to study her compositions to 

identify these various influences as well as influences from her education.  

Lee’s music reflects the influence of both Korean traditional melody and twentieth-

century European music. Young Ja Lee’s works also retain a French influence. In particular, Lee 

paid attention to French impressionistic tone colors, utilizing their harmony, rhythm, and melody 

to inform the tone-color of her own music.34  Her Sonatine for Piano (1972) starts with a fluid 

andantino that quickly develops oscillating bass ostinatos and blocks of descending chord 

clusters. Her three-movement Piano Sonata (1985) begins with dissonant clusters coupled with 

rhythmic patterns imitating traditional percussion bands. The second movement describes han, 

using high block chords without vertical harmonic support. The finale emphasizes a regular 

oscillating bass reminiscent of a country blacksmith. Stylistically similar is Auto-Portrait for 

Harp and Piano (1990), first performed in Seoul by its dedicatees, Lee’s two daughters. Two 

six-note scales are distributed on the two instruments, each unfolding like a monologue or in 

rapid glissandos and melodic flurries like a waterfall.35 Lee enlivens traditional Korean music 

with Western compositional techniques. Moreover, she created the feeling of Koreans’ han in the 

melody of her Variations pour piano “Umma ya, Nuna ya” by using the pentatonic scale. See 

Example 2.1. 

 

                                                 
34 Howard. "Lee, Young-ja."  
35 Keith Howard, "Lee, Young-ja." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press. 
accessed June 29, 2017. http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/50785. 
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Example 2.1. Lee’s use of pentatonic scale in Theme. 

 

 

2.3 Poet Sowol Kim (1903-1934) and His Poetry 

Sowol Kim is one of the representative poets of contemporary Korean literature, and he is 

highly respected because of his works. In the midst of the sudden surge of Western literature in 

Korea in the early twentieth-century, Kim sang his own poetry, adhering to the local folk 

language and genre. Kim’s poetry has gained popular acclaim by virtue of its expression of 

universal Korean emotions. The source of universal emotion in his work is closely related to his 

tragic life, disadvantaged living environment, and the oppression of the Korean people by the 

Japanese. Due to his sadness and despair, the poems of Kim contain not only the personal pain of 

lyric poetry but also the universal pain of his nation. Specifically, his feelings of affection and 

repression (han) can be divided into three main themes: farewell, loss of homeland, and life and 

death.36  

                                                 
36 Ibid., 219. 
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All works of Sowol Kim contain han (한) emotions. Kim expressed the suffering caused 

by the Japanese occupation of Korea from the standpoint of not only the nation but also an 

individual living there at the time. Kim had been poor due to his business’s failure, and his wife 

had to take care of him financially. Kim’s characteristic of being very introverted ultimately led 

to his suicide.37 The complicated emotions that appear in his poetry are from the life of one 

person and the pain of that life. This is a core emotion with a deeper meaning than sorrow. Kim’s 

poem “Umma ya, Nuna ya” is among his most famous. 

 

  

                                                 
37 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPOSITIONAL TRAITS FOUND IN YOUNG JA LEE’S VARIATIONS POUR PIANO 

“UMMA YA, NUNA YA” (1996)  

As noted above, Lee’s Variations pour piano are based on a children’s song composed by 

Sung Hyun Ahn (1920-2006) to the poem “Umma ya, Nuna ya” by Sowol Kim. The following 

Figure 3.1 is the poem “Umma ya, Nuna ya” by Sowol Kim. 

Figure 3.1. The poem “Umma ya, Nuna ya” by Sowol Kim in English (translated by author). 
 

Dear mother and dear older sister, let’s go to live by the riverside. 
There is sand shining like gold and light on the riverside. 
Through the back door will come the song of the rustling reeds, 
Dear mother and dear older sister, let’s live by the riverside. 
 
Set in Aeolian mode, Ahn’s melody is sixteen measures long. Based on six notes of a, b, 

c, d, e, g in a time signature of 3/4, the theme, composed of four balanced phrases of four 

measures each expresses simplicity, elegance and lyricism. The 4th and 5th intervals create a 

harmonious atmosphere with oriental tone colors based on mode.  

 Lee’s variations are very mournful, as if they were a requiem for her deceased brother. 

The tempo and time signature of Variation 1 is similar to the setting of the theme. In Variation 1, 

the theme is embedded in a triplet figuration in the right hand. Motifs are lively and animated. It 

uses 3 against 2 rhythm that creates a feeling of a rhythmic tension. Variation I consists of three 

simple parts: A section, A' section and A'' section. The first measure of the A section establishes 

the theme. In the A' section, the theme is reduced to 7 measures. On the contrary, in the A'' 

section the theme is expanded to 9 measures. In the A'' section, Lee uses a seven-tone scale 

consisting of a, b, c, d, e, f#, g. She does this to create a modal sound using the lowered 3rd and 

7th in a Dorian mode. Lee later creates a different sound by using an altered scale with B-flat and 

F-sharp.  
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In Variation II, in the right hand, the theme is reaffirmed actively in 3/8 meter, while the 

left-hand consists of leaping fifths of fifth intervals. This links harmonically to the setting of the 

theme. Variation II starts with the 3/8 meter in a sixteenth note pattern, which offers a wide-

ranging left-hand motion for the theme. Through these patterns, Lee depicts the water of the river 

from the lyrics of the ‘Umma ya, Nuna ya.’ In Variation II, the intervals of the second, fifth, 

seventh, and ninth are predominate.  

Variation III is one of the most varied in its range, tone colors, rhythm, and beats. It can 

be roughly divided into three parts: A section, B section, and A' section. In A section (Lent) 

(measures 1 through 14), tension is created through use of complex rhythms. The meter changes 

frequently (5/4 - 4/4 - 3/4). In the B section, Lee’s composition uses the whole range of the piano 

without meters and bar lines. The leaping of large intervals, the chords of the seventh and the 

fifth that progress in parallel motion build up the tension in the music and recall the octave 

displacement in Variation II connected to the A' section. See Example 3.1.  

Example 3.1. B section in Variation III 
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The A' section returns to the frequent meter changes of the A section, and the 

accumulation of chords of the 4th reaffirm the theme. Furthermore, the left-hand avoids the 3rd 

and 6th intervals. Both hands are played in a contrapuntal manner. 

The two-part B section, slightly faster in tempo, flows freely without meters and bar 

lines. The entire B section shows elaborate rhythmic characteristics. The first portion of the A 

section refers to measure 30 in Variation II. See Examples 3.2 and 3.3. 

Example 3.2. Measure 30 in Var. II Example 3.3. First portion of A section in Var. III 

  
 

Young Ja Lee's theoretical knowledge of diverse compositional techniques has several 

key characteristics. First of all, her music is very metaphorical and evokes the sound of Asian 

instruments, including plucked chords in the accompaniment. Lee also attaches great importance 

to the harmony of dark and bright tone colors that can be expressed through individual musical 

instruments in the use of different musical instrumentations. In particular, the entire range of the 

piano is sometimes used as a means of expressing passionate and dramatic effects, and 

sometimes expresses a tone that gives rise to a mysterious atmosphere. This can be easily seen in 

the wide melodic leaps and harmonic shifts that are important to Lee’s works. In particular, the 

combination of pitches such as the 4th, 7th, and 9th, which are frequently encountered in her 

works, are melodic, and the harmonic superposition or juxtaposition is a means of tonal 

expression. 
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The different tone characteristics can be easily found in the musical background of the 

composer. In her twenties, Lee heard French music while studying abroad in France. She 

naturally absorbed the French elements, which became an important part of her music 

composition during her lifetime.  

In the B section, the 9th interval outlines three chromatic notes which are g sharp, a, and 

b-flat. This produces a sound similar to the sound of strumming a guitar or strings. Antithetically, 

in measure 11 the intervals of 2nd and 7th refer to the second motive of the B section. See 

Example 3.4. 

Example 3.4. Intervals of 2nd in the second motive of B section in measure 11 

 

 

To end the middle section, the first motive is repeated. The composer uses the 5/4 meter to 

reintroduce the music back into the A section. 

Due to the tension in the fast rhythmic flow and frequent meter changes, Lee’s Variation 

IV has the most Eastern and primitive tone colors out of all of the variations. We see quick 

changes between of 8/16 and 9/16 meters which uses the rhythm of the sixteenth notes as a basic 

note value. This creates an atmosphere of sudden changes in the major 7th, minor 7th, and 

augmented and diminished chords. In addition, the asymmetrical rhythm patterns and the 

frequent meter changes recall a style of primitive and powerful rhythms that can be found in 

Stravinsky or Bartók. See Examples 3.5 and 3.6.  
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Example 3.5. Stravinsky’s ‘Rite of Spring, Part II. Danse Sacrale  
(Sacrificial Dance of the Chosen One)’  

 

Example 3.6. Rhythm patterns in Lee’s variation IV 

 

Variation IV has the fastest tempo among these variations and presents a needed contrast 

to the previous variations. In this variation, the original melody is well hidden. A changing meter 
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between 8/16 and 9/16 has a supportive playful rhythm. The main meter is 8/16 and the beat is 

subdivided into 3+3+2 or 3+3+3, or other different mixtures. On the other hand, the 9/16 meters 

serve to obscure the rhythmic pulse. While the pentatonic scale is used as the basis of the 

melody, both hands show different pentatonic scales.  

Again, in measures 9 to 20, we observe the frequent use of intervals of 2nds and 7ths, as 

we have seen in other variations. Even though measure 21 mirrors the right-hand’s beginning, it 

plays a significant role in making different sounds. From here the intervals between both hands 

are led by major 9ths instead of 5ths. Starting in measure 24, to fabricate a powerful ending, 

major sevenths are utilized to create quartal chords in the last measure that lasts to the end. 

While the previous variation has a vibrant color, the Variation V has an overall 

atmosphere of tonal stability. In Variation IV, there is tension due to the frequent beat changes. 

However, in this variation, there is no rhythm pattern distributed asymmetrically. This variation 

can be divided into an A section, a B section, and a Coda. The theme of 16 measures is expanded 

to 32 measures by the melodic and harmonic changes through frequent modulations. The A 

section consists of the first sixteen measures, which uses frequent meter changes to create 

musical tension. 

In the B section from Variation V, marked très tranquille (measures 17 through 27), there 

is a polytonal technique used. The Coda may be considered as a rhythmical expansion of the 

main melody of the A section. The mysteriousness of the B section is expressed when the 

composition switches the melody between hands with no change in sound. Polytonality 

technique was used in Béla Bartók’s Mikrokosmos Book V No. 125. This variation recalls 

Bartók’s polytonality technique. See Examples 3.7 and 3.8. 
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Example 3.7. Béla Bartók’s Mikrokosmos Book V No. 125 

 

Example 3.8. Lee’s use of polytonality technique in Variation V  

 

Variation V is located between the two most active variations. It has a calm sound that 

creates a nostalgic atmosphere. This variation has musical directions in three languages such as 

gracefully, dolce, and Très tranquille. The 3/4, 4/4 and 2/4 are introduced to creates a mood that 

shows vague rhythmical characteristics. The sense of vagueness is enhanced by the use of three 

against two in the two hands. Variation V begins with small portions of the theme that are 

changed in different ways.  

Variation VI is labeled vif, and the meters jump between 5/8, 6/8, and 7/8, creating a fiery 

sound. In addition, this variation is concentrated with accents and a wide dynamic range from 

ppp to fff. In measure 20, the composer expresses the melody with use of intervals of perfect 5th, 

even though other intervals are also shown in this variation. See Example 3.9. 

Example 3.9. Lee’s use of Perfect 5ths to express the melody 
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Variation VII is divided into two general sections: A section and B section. A section is 

from the beginning up to before meno mosso, and B section starts from meno mosso up to before 

the b-flat, e-flat, g-flat, a-flat and e-flat with Korean word (멀리서).  

The absence of bar lines and Lee’s use of free notation repetition create the nostalgic 

atmosphere of Variation VII. These characteristics create a fluid melody and mysterious tone 

colors in the A section. On the other hand, the B section has large leaping passages that interrupt 

the flow of the melody and shifts. In addition, the B section alternates with A section and occurs 

three times throughout the variation. See Examples 3.10 and 3.11.  

Example 3.10. A section of Variation VII 

 

Example 3.11. B section of Variation VII 

 

 
Here, the lyrical melody sounds very dreamy and impressionistic. The vocal range uses 

almost all the notes of the piano keyboard (ppp ~ ff) and describes a wide tonal palette through 
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this vibrant imagery. Here, the right hand shows the note groups in the block, ppp. The B section, 

which has a tempo indication of meno mosso, shows the fragmented theme with chromatic 

harmonies. See Example 3.12. 

Example 3.12. No meters and bar lines including fragmented theme with chromatic harmonies 
(meno mosso) in Lee’s Variation VII 

 

Variation VIII is the most virtuosic and bravura in terms of tone, acoustics, rhythms, and 

melodic progressions. It consists largely of three parts: the A section, the B section, and a Coda. 

The A section is a succession of 3 beats, 4 beats, 2 beats, 5 beats and 6 beats (3/4 - 4/4 - 2/4 - 5/4 

- 6/4). As rhythmic patterns sometimes appear at the same time or in succession, the rhythmic 

and melodic tendency is further heightened. The B section sings a passionate melody that sounds 

like a violent blow without bar lines. This is the most spectacular, dramatic, and passionate 
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variation of the entire collection, as the section features a wide range using the left and right bass 

ranges, a wide melodic leap, a fast rhythmic pattern, and wide dynamic range. 

Variation VIII is one of the most difficult to play due to the highly virtuosic writing, 

featuring characteristics of the toccata. The 5th, 2nd, and 7th intervals form the quick running 

passages. Sections which have 3/4, 4/4, and 5/4 meters with bar lines alternate with those which 

have no bar lines. The duples of right-hand play the melody in the first no bar line section, while 

the left-hand plays triplets on a foundation of a six notes scale of a-flat, b-flat, c, d, e-flat and f. 

In variation VIII, initiating octaves play a clear role. The right-hand octaves enhance the melody 

in the second bar lined section. The second section without bar lines is enthusiastically 

passionate and shows wide octave chords in the right-hand. Meanwhile, the left-hand plays 

groups of 6 notes or 5 notes. This second section (starting at measure 18) has no bar lines and 

can have the meter of 4/4 or 5/4. Without bar lines to specify speed or number of notes, Lee 

gives the pianists musical freedom to interpret how to play the meters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TRADITIONAL KOREAN MUSIC INFLUENCE AND CONJUNCTION OF EASTERN AND 

WESTERN COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES  

Young Ja Lee lives with the belief that her music should be in a traditional Korean style. 

However, this is not a conscious belief because it is a formative one. The music is unconsciously 

expressed in the voice of the human being; therefore, the music of Lee has Korean characteristics 

that come naturally to her. Lee uses perfect intervals, pentatonic scales, and folk melody to create 

Korean musical characteristics and tone colors. She also combines Korean musical elements with 

Western compositional techniques from Debussy, Bartók, and Stravinsky.  

 

4.1 Traditional Korean Musical Influences 

4.1.1 Tonality 

The theme of “Umma ya, Nuna ya” is in the Aeolian mode, as noted above, which has a 

great amount of Korean sentimentalism, sorrow and han (한). The left-hand structure consists of 

parallel 5ths chords progression. This 5th parallel chords progression of the left hand brings a 

distinctive oriental or Korean (Korean-ish) tone. The 4th and 5th intervals create a harmonious 

atmosphere with oriental tone colors based on mode. The use of the notes of F# and B-flat 

characterizes the harmony and enhances the sound.  

The accompaniment consists of mostly parallel fifths, except in measures 9-12 where the 

composer wrote a parallel fifths progression in the left hand. In measure 10, the diminished 

chord becomes an altered chord due to the b-flat note. A b-flat note is introduced in a previous 

measure, and this altered chord suggests more enriched harmonic possibilities of sound than 

strictly pentatonic. In this case, the harmonic language is pentatonic mixed with chromatic. The 
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triplets in the 11th measure of the theme add a rhythmic motive that occurs in all variations 

excluding Variation VI. In this measure, the right hand is based on the pentatonic or Aeolian 

mode providing oriental sounds. See Example 4.1. 

Example 4.1. Theme melody of variations pour piano “Umma ya, Nuna ya” 

 

 

4.1.2 Rhythm 

Young Ja Lee’s compositions often show irregular rhythm patterns and frequent meter 

changes. The irregular rhythms of 2:3, 3:4, 4:5, 5:7 proportions on both hands often appear when 

the composer wants to express the musical tension in her compositions. Unlike symmetrical 

rhythmic structures of Western music, Lee’s use of irregular rhythms patterns is unique. It is the 

result of a mixture of Korean emotions on Lee’s musical influences. We see influences from her 

musical studies in foreign lands like the Ivory coast of West Africa, the Southeast Asia, and the 

Indonesian gamelan.   

     

4.1.3 Jangdan Rhythm 

Another element of Korean music we can find in Lee’s Variation VI is rhythmic. Lee 

combines fast-changing metric units and traditional Korean rhythm (Jangdan) added in 

sixteenth-note patterns. Jangdan, a traditional Korean rhythmic pattern, can be found in 
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Variation VI. The characteristics of Jajeunmori (‘rapid style/sense’) are ‘cheerful’ or ‘lively,’ 

and ‘progressive:’38 

Jangdan, or rhythms in pansori, does not simply mean ‘the beats in western music.’ It is 
comprehensive, including modes of rhythms and strong, weak, and repetitive intervals. A 
variety of tempos are used in pansori….These rhythms are selected every minute to show 
different sentiments, such as sadness, happiness, idleness, and urgency and also to 
indicate the appearance of a specific character. They are played fast or slowly according 
to the situation.39  
 

Lee used portions of some Jangdan rhythms in Variation VI to recall these traditional Korean 

musical characteristics. 

Using Jangdan in Variation VI provides a different musical atmosphere compared to 

other variations. Various methods create the traditional Korean sound. Specifically, the 

traditional Korean tune spreads throughout the entire variations in melodic aspects. The use of 

parallel 5th chords and tri-tone chords provide traditional Korean soul to the variations in 

harmonic features. The avoidance of the 3rd and 6th intervals emphasize the use of the 2nd and 7th 

intervals, which bring out the distinctive traditional Korean characteristics. Young Ja Lee mostly 

uses these compositional techniques to create the inherent Korean features in the variations.  

Variation VI has meter changes and moves the music forward, and the accents are 

reminiscent of characteristics of traditional Korean folk music rhythms (Jangdan). See Figures 

4.1 and 4.2, and Examples 4.2 and 4.3.  

Figure 4.1. Names of Variant Rhythms of Jangdan40 
(1) Jungmori (중모리)              
(2) Jungjungmori (중중모리) 
(3) Jajinmori (자진모리) 
(4) Huimori (휘모리) 

                                                 
38 “Pansori Jangdan,” Traditional Korean Music, accessed on May 24, 2017, 
http://www.koreamusic.org/LangEn/TextDetailView.aspx?MenuCode=202010104.  
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
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(5) Semachi (세마치) 
(6) Gugeori (굿거리) 

 
Figure 4.2. Variant Rhythms of Jangdan41 

 

Example 4.2. Use of portion of Jungmori (중모리) Jangdan rhythm in Lee’s Variation VI  

     
measures 15 and 17                                                                    measure 35 

                                                 
41 “Jangdan,” Korean People’s Culture Encyclopedia Online, accessed June 30, 2017, 
http://terms.naver.com/entry.nhn?docId=572945&cid=46661&categoryId=46661. 
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Example 4.3. Use of portion of Gugeori (굿거리) Jangdan rhythm in Lee’s Variation VI 

 
measures 1 ~5 

 

measures12 ~ 13                                         measures 21~22 

 

4.2 Western Musical Influences 

Young Ja Lee also featured Western compositional techniques that were influenced by 

Bartok and Stravinsky. For examples, she borrowed from Bartok and Stravinsky the use of 

complexity and irregular rhythms, which is an important feature of her work. This is especially 

evident in Lee’s preference for odd numbers. Lee also highlights these influences in her use of 

irregular rhythms mixed together in different parts of the music. She describes her own tone 

colors and defines her musical aesthetics when the melody comes from the irregular rhythm 

motive. In addition, Lee creates the same primitive and dynamical sound that Bartok and 

Stravinsky recalls with asymmetrical rhythm patterns with accents. Other examples of Bartok’s 

influence include the use of the compositional technique of tied notes across bar lines and use of 

polytonality. 

In terms of impressionistic musical characteristics, the indication of musical expression in 

French such as ‘lointain, sounds as if from a distance’, free notation technique which is without 
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bar lines and meters with the progression of parallel 5ths in her Variation VII. Also, the use of 

various pentatonic scales shows the impressionistic musical influences by Debussy. Especially 

since Debussy’s many compositions are written on various kinds of pentatonic scales. 

Lee’s Variation VI employs fast-changing metric units, which was one of Igor 

Stravinsky’s representative compositional techniques. This technique is well shown in 

Stravinsky’s famous work, ‘The Rite of Spring.’ Variation VI features fast-changing metric units 

throughout the variation, such as 5/8 - 6/8 – 7/8 - 4/8. Furthermore, the use of irregular accents 

emphasizes weak beats and enhances the rhythmic effect. Variations IV and VI are the most 

dramatic, passionate, and tense variations in rhythmical aspects of all the Variations in ‘Umma 

ya, Nuna ya.’ See Example 4.4.  

Example 4.4. Fast-changing metric units recalling traditional Korean rhythm in Variation VI 

 

 

4.3 Conjunction of Korean with Western Musical Influences 

On the other hand, compositional techniques such as Lee’s use of the whole tone scale 

and accompanying the melody reveal her Western education and training. Lee skillfully and 
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artistically combines the Western and Eastern elements of composition techniques to create a 

piano piece that is attention grabbing.  

These eight variations combine Korean traditional melodies with Western compositional 

techniques so that each variation brings different, colorful tone effects into the music. These tone 

effects express passion and nostalgia. The prevalent emotion itself is based on han, and we can 

experience it through the color of the music. Although it was composed in 1996, ‘Umma ya, 

Nuna ya’ shows the influence of French impressionism through Lee’s frequent use of the 

augmented and diminished chords, the pentatonic scale, the whole tone scale, and modes 

strengthen the characteristics of the Korean and impressionistic tone colors. After all, the 

impressionist composers learned the pentatonic scale from Asian music. 

In Variation I, the left-hand uses 5th intervals, but in a melodic context. In measures 9 

through 11, many fifth intervals are used and chromaticism is shown. Dissonances appear in 

measures 12 through 13, and diminished chords enter in measure 14. Although the musical 

perspective in her works is between Korean and Western compositional techniques, the Korean 

identity prevails.  

The climax of Variation I occurs in measure 20 and increases harmonic tension and 

dynamics, followed by a decrease in measure 21 with the return of the beginning. Dynamic 

tension and harmonic tension seem to correlate in this variation. The tonality is symbolic; the 

tonic key represents the motherland, which the composition returns to. This symbolizes the 

Western compositional techniques coming back to the Korean style, which present han including 

homesickness and sadness.       

In Variation II, the theme is reaffirmed in a lively 3/8 meter in the right hand. Meanwhile, 

the pitch of a leaping 5th interval presents a richness of tone colors due to harmonic changes in 
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the left-hand. The variation shows a variety of key relationships. Within a minor, Lee employs 

modal harmony along with some chromaticism to create an exotic sound.  

The A section in variation III has a tendency to be vague in its rhythmical aspect. The 

meter changes from 5/4 to 4/4 and 3/4. Parallel quartal harmonies, consisting of perfect 4th and 

tri-tone, are assisted by the right hand. The A section is composed with the 5th intervals. It also 

very often includes the 2nd intervals in measures 11 through 14 and the 7th intervals in measures 

3 and 4, all played by the left hand.  

Variation III has a whole different feeling because of Lee’s use of quartal harmonies. The 

clusters in measure 11 give a different atmosphere of intensity and conflict about the 

combination of Korean and Western techniques. This shows in the theme melody, which is very 

far from the beginning, and its harmonies include 4ths and chromaticism. Combination is also 

present in Lee’s use of compositional technique of no bar lines and the left-hand accompaniment 

in measure 16, which shows the Korean characteristics with the use of intervals of fifth chord. 

Influences of sadness and longing represents the Korean feelings, han, and the Western conflicts 

show the combinations of Korean and the Western compositional techniques. Sometimes, one 

goes to its sudden change from Western to Korean sounds using different pentatonic scales.  

The beginning of Variation III is far away from the Korean style due to Lee’s use of tied 

notes across the bar lines, use of clusters and frequent meter changes from influences from 

Bartok and Stravinsky. In the Un peu più mosso section, without bar lines, there is an extreme 

range of opposite influences. This section uses wide ranged intervals, as well as dissonant 

intervals such as Major 2nds and minor 9ths.   

In Variation IV, the right-hand pentatonic scale consists of g, a, b, d, e. However, the left-

hand pentatonic scale is composed of c, d, e, g, a, thus it shows polytonality. Both hands are 
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almost always played apart by 5th intervals. The use of the fifth, second, and seventh intervals 

create a sense of unity with the other variations.  

Variation V starts with 3/4 meter, and a theme composed of the pentatonic scale (A, C, D, 

E, G). The left-hand also contains the pentatonic scale, but on a different pitch (B, D, E, F#, A). 

This states the beginning of ‘Umma ya, Nuna ya’ transposed from the original key, and creates a 

polytonal effect. The parallel fifth chord’s progression of the left-hand plays the theme in E 

pentatonic, while the right-hand plays E-flat pentatonic scale, and creates oriental mysterious 

tone colors fortified by polytonal effects. The right-hand is in G-flat, while the left-hand is in G. 

This is a far-reaching, distant relationship, and emphasizes the compositional tone colors of the 

minor second relationships. This shows the use of pentatonic scales combined with the idea of 

polytonality.  

Variation V shows the first two measures through inversion of the melody. A moody tone 

is shown by the right hand with the black key pentatonic scale in measure 17, while the left-hand 

has a portion of the theme. Both hands use the intervals of the 2nd, 5th and 7th instead of using 

the intervals of the 3rd, 6th. They exchange the melody of the theme from measure 17 to the end.                    

Variation VI is composed of mixtures of chords based on intervals of the 4th and 5th, and also 

2nd and 3rd. It creates tension in harmonic effect to enhance the passionate, dramatic tone colors 

throughout in the piece. In measure 20, Lee expresses the melody with use of intervals of perfect 

5th, even though many intervals of 7th and 4th are also shown in this variation.  

Variation VII has the most impressionistic tone colors among all the variations. This 

characteristic of impressionism shows up notably in Variation VII. This is especially true at the 

beginning, marked En dehors lointain. En dehors means ‘outside’ and Lointain means ‘distance.’ 

Thus, En dehors lointain, or ‘outside distance,’ means ‘as if from a distance’ so that the 
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beginning notes without bar lines present representative impressionistic compositional 

techniques and recall the atmosphere of impressionistic musical characteristics. Variation VII 

flows without meters and bar lines.  

In Variation VII, in the A section, this beautiful melody progresses while the theme is 

presented in the left hand, with a parallel progression of 5th intervals. As this is happening, the 

composer offers distant sounds as an improvisation in the right hand. On the right hand, there is a 

free repetition of five or six tones. This section accompanies the line marked ‘gold and light.’ 

See Figures 4.3 and 4.4:  

Figure 4.3. Poem “Umma ya, Nuna ya” by Sowol Kim in Korean 
 

엄마야 누나야 강변 살자. 

들에는 반짝이는 금 모래 빛 
  (gold and light: translation in English by author) 
뒷문 밖에는 갈잎의 노래 

엄마야 누나야 강변 살자  

Figure 4.4. Melody on text of ‘gold and light’  

 
gold and light --------- 

 

Variation VII shows the composer’s studies in France, and best exemplifies its influence 

over any other variations. As if from a distance, we hear the distinguished patterns of the right 

hand, repeating freely. The left-hand performs the melody in parallel 5th. The overall melody 

appears in the range of dynamics from silence to agitated passion in variation VII.  
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In Variation VIII, Lee asks the performer to play the melody ‘with a sigh.’ The Coda 

section comes back to the original tempo and portrays the sadness due to the death of her brother 

and begins ‘with a sigh’, as indicated by Young Ja Lee, and at the dynamic level of ppp. This 

follows the climax of the work, marked fff. The section sadly sings a tired melody without bar 

lines and gradually rushes towards presto with a lasting force until the final bar line which ends 

the piece. The direction of playing ‘with a sigh’ means that Lee expresses the Korean han (한), 

See Example 4.5. 

Example 4.5. Direction of playing ‘with a sigh’ (‘한숨쉬며’.. translation: ‘with a sigh’) in 
Variation VIII 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

Young Ja Lee's compositional approach is more like a musical philosophy, rather than a 

compilation of simple compositional techniques. Often, when looking at the works of composers, 

it is possible to find many changes in techniques between their early and later works. These 

compositional techniques can be seen gradually developing over a long period of time. In Lee’s 

case, we may see the evolving influence of her long history of living abroad, the diverse cultures 

she engaged with during her life, her background in French music, and the unique colors of 

Korean traditional music in her pieces. This unique perspective has proven successful throughout 

her early and later works. Her use of an asymmetrical divided beat and an irregular rhythmic 

pattern creates rhythmic tension due to accents on weak beats. The effect of the harmonic tension 

is obtained by the dissonant sounds that are in the compositional frame simultaneously, and the 

polytonal color, which superimposes various chords at once. All of these characteristics serve to 

purify Lee’s musical aesthetics. In particular, 'tone color,' an important element in her music, 

serves to suggest and highlight Lee’s Korean background. Young Ja Lee expresses the emotions 

of the Korean people, such as the emotions of han, affection, and passion. Lee’s creative soul 

incorporates these emotions into her compositional techniques and solidifies her musical 

philosophy.  

In addition to her remarkable combination of Western compositional techniques with 

Eastern and Korean traditional music compositional elements, she also sublimely combines 

Korean modern music with traditional Korean characteristics in her musical philosophy.  This 

study shows how Lee combines the various Jangdan rhythms of traditional Korean music with 

Western compositional techniques such as Stravinsky’s fast-changing metric units and frequent 
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meter changes and Bartok’s polytonality, tied notes across bar lines, percussive rhythms and 

accents in her twentieth-century piece, Variation pour piano "Umma ya, Nuna ya."  

Young Ja Lee leads and contributes as a musical pioneer, composer, and educator in 

Korean classical music society and modern Korean music.  It is hoped that this study will 

motivate interest and research into Korean musical characteristics and continued examination of 

the Korean classical musical world. I began to study this music to develop interests and attention 

towards traditional Korean music among students of Western music. The beauty and greatness of 

traditional Korean music is found even in less well-known pieces. Studies like this can promote 

pride and love of traditional Korean music among Korean classical musicians and in the global 

world during the time of study abroad. It is my sincere wish that the results of this study will 

inspire further research into traditional Korean music and bring recognition to important Korean 

composers, as well as encourage music educators to teach Korean composers’ compositions.              
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APPENDIX A 

“UMMA YA, NUNA YA” BY SOWOL KIM
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Korean:  

엄마야 누나야 강변 살자.  

들에는 반짝이는 금 모래 빛 
   

뒷문 밖에는 갈잎의 노래, 

엄마야 누나야 강변 살자  

 

English (translated by author): 

Dear mother and dear older sister, let’s go to live by the riverside. 

There is sand shining like gold and light on the riverside. 

Through the back door will come the song of the rustling reeds, 

Dear mother and dear older sister, let’s live by the riverside.  
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APPENDIX B  

MUSICAL SCORE OF CHILDREN’S SONG BASED ON  

SOWOL KIM’S POEM “UMMA YA, NUNA YA”
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Musical score of children’s song based on Sowol Kim’s poem ‘Umma ya, Nuna ya’42 

 
 

 

                                                 
42 “Umma ya, Nuna ya.” Song Music Score Online, accessed September 28, 2017 
http://100se.net/bbs/board.php?bo_table=C04&wr_id=16&page=1 
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APPENDIX C  

YOUNG JA LEE’S WORKS
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Dissertation:  
Aesthetical and Ethical Studies of Olivier Messiaen’s Orchestral Works  
University: Sorbonne University, Paris, France 
Year: 1989 

 
Books:  

• Strict Counterpoint  
Seoul, South Korea 
1974 

• Strict Counterpoint, Inverted Counterpoint, and Canon  
Seoul, South Korea 
1992 

 
Music Composition (Publication Unknown):  

• Instrumental Music 
o Quintet for Flute, Harp, and string trio 

o Solo Harp Tone Poem 

o Theme and variation for piano 

o Trio for Violin, Clarinet, and Piano 

o Chamber music for string trio and Daegeum (Traditional Korean Large 
Bamboo Flute) Elegy for Gayageum (Korean zither-like string instrument) 

o Theme and variation for two cembalos 

o Two Songs for Daegeum 

o Tryptique (Three-part work) for Flute, Clarinet, and Basoon 

o Song for Hoehyun Geomungo (Modified Korean Black Zither) 

o Chamber work for piano trio 

o Song for Gayageum Solo 

o Requiem for Daegeum Solo 

o Song for Daegeum and strings 

o Song for three Geomungo 

o Piano concerto with Korean Traditional orchestra 

• Vocal Music 
o A cappella 4 Voice Choral Work on Theme of Arirang Cantata “Anthem for 

50th  Anniversary of Korean Independence” Cantata “Anthem of the 
Musicians” 

o Cantata “20th Anniversary of International Music Festival” 

o Art Song “Green Song” 
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o Art Song “Setting Fire on My Soul” 

o Song Cycle on Poems of Hae-In Lee 

o Song Cycle on Poems of Sang-Byung Cheon 

o Three-part Choral Work for Women’s Chorus Four-Voice Choral work with 
Piano and harp 

o Song Cycle “Elegy of My Soul” 

o Four-Voice Choral Work “Psalm 150” 

o Two Songs on poems by Hae-In Lee 

o Sacred Cantata for Soprano 

o Sonata for Soprano 

o Five songs for Soprano 

o Three-Part Choral Work for Women’s Chorus 

o Cantata for Four-Voice Chorus with soprano, tenor, baritone soloists Three-
part Choral Work for Women’s Chorus 

o Lyric Songs on the Poems of Nam-Jo Kim (including “Harbor”) 
 
Discography:  

Title: Contemporary Music Society in Seoul 
Author: In-Sik Choi; Ch’ung-gil Kim; Kun-Yong Lee; Young Ja Lee, Zong-Gu Yi 
City published: Seoul, Korea 
Year: 1984 
Format: Music CD 
Material Type: Music 
Document Type: Sound Recording 

 
Title: 한국여성작품집 제 3집 (Korean Woman Composers' Works. Vol. 3) 
Author: In-Sik Choi; Ch’ung-gil Kim; Kun-Yong Lee; Young Ja Lee, Zong-Gu Yi 
City published: Seoul, South Korea 
Year: 1984 
Format: Music CD 
Material Type: Music 
Document Type: Sound Recording 

 
Title: Han'guk yŏsŏng chakp'umjip. Che 3-chip (Korean Woman Composers' Works) 
Author: 이영자, 오흥주. 진정숙. 조선희, 조석희. 임준희, 장혜련. ; ; Yŏng-ja 
Yi; Hŭng-ju O; Chŏng-suk Chin; Sŏn-hŭi Cho 
City published: South Korea 
Year: 1991 
Format: Music CD 
Material Type: Music 
Document Type: Sound Recording 

https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AYi%2C+Yo%CC%86ng-ja%2C&qt=hot_author
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AYi%2C+Yo%CC%86ng-ja%2C&qt=hot_author
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AO%2C+Hu%CC%86ng-ju.&qt=hot_author
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AChin%2C+Cho%CC%86ng-suk.&qt=hot_author
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3ACho%2C+So%CC%86n-hu%CC%86i%2C&qt=hot_author
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Title: Contemporary Music Society in Seoul (C.M.S.S.) 
Author: Hun Joung Lim; Nam Soo Lee; Eun Hee Yang; Young Ja Lee; Yong-jin Kim;  
City published: Seoul 
Year: 1977 
Format: Music LP 
Material Type: Music 
Document Type: Sound Recording 
 
Title: Ch’ang ak hoe chakp’um chip (Chang Ak Hoe Works) 
Author: Eun Hee Yang; Hun Joung Lim; Yŏng-ja Yi; Yong-jin Kim; Chung-Gil Kim 
City published: Seoul 
Year: 1977 
Format: Music LP 
Material Type: Music 
Document Type: Sound Recording 
 
Title: Changakhoe chakpumjip (Works of the member[s] of Contemporary Music Society 
in Seoul, Vol. 16, 1990) 
Author: Hun Joung Lim; Nam Soo Lee; Eun Hee Yang; Young Ja Lee; Yong-jin Kim;  
City published: Seoul 
Year: 1991 
Format: Music LP 
Material Type: Music 
Document Type: Sound Recording 

 
  

https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3ALim%2C+Hun+Joung.&qt=hot_author
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3ALee%2C+Nam+Soo.&qt=hot_author
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AYang%2C+Eun+Hee.&qt=hot_author
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3ALee%2C+Young+Ja.&qt=hot_author
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AKim%2C+Yong-jin%2C&qt=hot_author
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AYang%2C+Eun+Hee.&qt=hot_author
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